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Entering the software business in China

European SMEs are traditionally strong in the development of new technologies and providing
related services. Although China is a challenging market to enter in terms of regulation of
technology and intellectual property rights (IPR) protection, it still holds a great deal of promise for
companies bringing innovative solutions and technology. In this article the EU SME Centre looks at
the software business in China, explaining common ways of operating such businesses and the
regulations that should be heeded.

Software is a special product, the development of which does not usually require any special
conditions such as natural resources or manufacturing facilities. It could therefore theoretically be
developed either in China or abroad before being brought to the Chinese market. However, it
should be noted that in China, software is subject to various regulations and more vulnerable to
infringement of intellectual property.

Therefore it is of utmost importance to carefully consider your desired goals when drafting your
business plan, as well as the risks associated with selling software to China. Your entry mode should
then be based on this analysis.



1. Direct Investment into China

Example: A medium-sized company active in the software industry in the EU (Company A) is
interested in establishing a subsidiary in China and employing local staff.

Manufacturing and development of software products falls under the ‘encouraged’ category in the
latest version of the Catalogue for the Guidance of Foreign Investment issued in 2015. There are no
substantial regulatory barriers preventing Company A from establishing a subsidiary engaged in
manufacturing and development of software in China and the Chinese subsidiary in this industry
may enjoy preferential treatment, e.g. less approval procedures and tax concessions.

Nevertheless, Company A will still have to conform to the other Chinese legislation governing the
software business (e.g. the Administrative Measures for Software Products). Moreover, although the
manufacturing and development of software products is generally encouraged by the Chinese
Government, the distribution of certain software products is restricted or even prohibited under
Chinese law (e.g. online games).

2. Sale of software products to China

Example: A small-sized software vendor based in the EU (Company B) identifies opportunities in the
rapidly growing Chinese market, but finds setting up a local subsidiary in China too costly.

Foreign companies may distribute their software products to Chinese users via various channels
without direct investment into China. Below is an overview of the common distribution channels:
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Websites located abroad

The advantage of this option is that software products and their transactions will not be regulated
by the Chinese Government, as the transaction occurs outside Chinese territory. The disadvantage is
that the Chinese Government can easily block access to a certain foreign website using the Great
Chinese Firewall.

It is advisable to create Chinese language web pages, and enable purchasers to use Chinese credit
cards or Alipay (a popular online payment platform in China, similar to PayPal).

Cooperation with Chinese software platforms

A foreign company may submit their software products to the Chinese market by entering into an
Online Platform Service Agreement with a Chinese online software platform. The developer would
be directly responsible for the content of the software. Before the software can be published on the
platform, though, the online platform will review the software, to check whether it contains any
illegal or improper information. For example, Tencent will review whether the software contains
information such as pornography, gambling or defamatory content. It will also review the function
of the software to be published, e.g., whether it will ‘steal’ customer information, or whether it



contains improper advertisements.

Transactions occurring online in China are governed by relevant Chinese laws and regulations.
Software products are supervised by both online platforms and the relevant Chinese government
authorities.

Online platforms may have the discretion to impose certain admittance standards for the software
products. For instance, Baidu’s software platform will require the submitter to provide proof that
he/she is the copyright owner of the software being submitted. It should be noted that the
agreement between the platform and the software owner are, in most cases, prepared by the
platform. Software owners have limited bargaining power on the designing of these service
agreements.

Distribution via Chinese agents

It is common practice that software products are mostly traded by means of licensing. Trading of
software products in China also follows this trend. The copyright owner of a software product makes
profit by authorising others to use the software according to commercial conditions agreed by both
parties. The following are some examples of licensing types:

• End users are licensed to use a copy of software products.

• A publisher/distributor is licensed to copy, distribute and publish software products.

• A software and/or hardware producer is licensed to pre-install a software product inside
software/hardware.

A distribution licence agreement has to be arranged between foreign software vendors and local
Chinese distributors, authorising the distributor to sell and distribute software products within a
defined territory via certain distribution channels.

Tax considerations

If the end user is going to download the software directly from the website of Company B, there will
be no customs clearance involved and thus no duties nor 17 per cent import VAT will be levied.
However, payment of royalties to a foreign resident will be subject to withholding tax and six per
cent VAT.

If you would like to learn more on how to sell software to China or have any questions on this
subject, contact the EU SME Centre experts here.

https://www.eusmecentre.org.cn/ask-the-expert/

